
Allocation of Seats in Engineering Branches 

 

A branch of engineering will be allocated for only those who pass in the first two 

semesters of I year engineering (after taking the remedial examination after 2nd 

Semester/term of year of Engg into consideration) and satisfy the requirements. 

The allocation of Engg branch shall be made based on the choice of the students 

within each campus (treating each campus separately) and by resolving based on 

their performance in the first two Semester/term of I yr of Engg (not considering 

PUC) as per the following procedure:  

1. Each center will be considered as autonomous and the assignment will be 

made  

2. Choice of the students in order of preference going upto all 6 choices will 

be collected on-line centrally, with a printout sent with signatures through 

directors  

3. RGUKT will take the overall CGPA of the students of a campus passing in 

the first two Semesters/terms of the BTech part, put the students in order 

in each of the reserved categories and allocate the seats as per the rank 

order considering the no of seats available in each of the branches for each 

of the categories of reservation  

In case of tie due to same marks, the tie will be resolved based on the CGPA 

in the PUC programme (including all 5 Semesters)  

4. The no of seats available will be decided considering the total no of 

students passing the first two Semesters/terms of I year Engg (after taking 

the remedial examination after 2nd Semester/term of year of Engg into 

consideration) and going by the following ratio (for a total of 1000 seats):  

 

Chemical Engineering  : 75/1000  

Civil Engineering  : 200/1000  

Computer Science and Engineering  : 200/1000  

Electronics and Communication Engineering  : 200/1000  

Material Science and Metallurgical Engineering  : 125/1000  

Mechanical Engineering  : 200/1000  

 

That is, the number of seats in each branch may vary from campus to campus 

depending on the number of students passing in that year at each campus. 


